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Saturday 4 April 2020
Contributor
OPENING
Gavin Mitchell

Organisation

Comments

Actions Arising

Nyamal AC

Meeting open at 11:35am
Welcome and reminder of Purpose
One minutes silence
Gavin asks for update from supporting Agencies

Nyamal AC

Recap on meeting outcomes from Friday 3/4/20
Key focus points:
1. Pandemic Plans
2. Supply Chain work
3. Regional Funding
4. Medical and Health issues

UPDATES
Gavin Mitchell

Simon Taylor
Gavin Mitchell
Simon Taylor
Kathryn Bates

Dept
Communities
Nyamal AC
Dept
Communities
Nyamal/NPT

We are having difficulties in getting representatives from relevant Health
departments and organisations onboard. We understand they are all busy, but
we are able to assist them with their work.
I followed up with Margie Faulkner yesterday and she is going to push for one
of her staff members to attend.
We are dealing with a health crisis. If we don’t have their buy in we wont be
able to assist to get things done.
Having health on this group is very important, it would be good if Danny had a
substitute for the OASG meetings. Information sharing is important.
I am happy to attend the OASG meetings to take notes.
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Teri O’Neill
Simon Taylor

YMAC
Dept
Communities

Gavin Mitchell
Teri O’Neill
Gavin Mitchell

Nyamal AC
YMAC
Nyamal AC

Andrew White
Kathryn Bates

Nyamal/NPT
Nyamal/NPT

Teri O’Neill
Simon Taylor
Teri O’Neill
Kathryn Bates

YMAC
Dept
Communities
YMAC
Nyamal/NPT

CLOSING
Gavin Mitchell

Nyamal AC

Happy to assist and work with Kathryn to co ordinate.
We need to make sure that the work is not being duplicated, the here and now
issues as well as the longer term approach through the strategic plans.
There is a huge role for the corporations and organisations in the distribution of
supplies to communities, that being established early on is a good thing.
We will always provide a welfare response, but if there is the ability for people
to set up their own structures this is a good thing.
That’s right. We are the best people to help our people.
Did anything else come from the discussions with Red Cross
Yesterday we met with Simon Taylor, Shaye Hayden, Craig Stewart (Red Cross),
Andrew White and Kathryn Bates.
There will be a two-pronged approach, the now and the longer term.
Red Cross is waiting for direction from us.
Red Cross has sought funds from corporate partners. They are waiting on
direction as to how to best distribute the aid.
Red Cross is currently on a watching brief. They are awaiting direction.
Pandemic Plan information is being reviewed and condensed into a useable
format so it is able to be interpreted in the most effective way with Ella’s
department.
We need to make sure that we are inclusive.
Is there any value in having these meeting Tuesday and Thursday’s as everyone
is busy.
If people are able to read the notes, that’s important.
The daily meeting are important, we understand we are all busy however there
are people dialling in from communities and organisations out in the regions
who dial in so they can get information and be kept up to date. The purpose of
this forum was to keep connected with the communities out in the regions so it
is important that we keep up the daily calls to allow the people to keep
informed.
Question / Answer round complete
Next meeting tomorrow 11.30am
Meeting closed at 12.15pm
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